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Tutor report 
  

Student name  Karina Lozovaia 
 Student number   513153 

Course/Module Illustration 1 Assignment number   Two 

 

 

Overall Comments 

Part two of the course has focused on developing your ideas through a creative 
process, from a brief to your finished illustrations. Overall your response to part 

two has been very good and you’ve presented some strong outcomes. In order to 

continue to succeed, try to show us a little more of your ‘rough sketches’, continue 
to broaden and play with a range of media and keep up your ongoing critique. 

 

Project: The Brief 
Your first exercise focused on writing a brief for a chosen illustration.  Your writing 

reads like a brief with good consideration for the audience and the requirement of 

some initial sketched ideas; though it should be noted that for an editorial piece, 

there might not be time for the editors to feedback on options as these briefs often 
have very tight deadlines. With this in mind, how long do you think an illustrator 

might be given to produce editorial work and to what budget? (You may find the 

AOI resources really useful to find out more about this.) 
 

Project: Generating ideas 

You were asked to generate ideas through a spider diagram for a number of words. 
You took easily to this, considering both universal and personal responses. Your 

collaboration with a friend illuminates how different perspectives generate very 

different results and It’s good to see you consider how you can incorporate this 

into your future spidergrams. 
 

Project: Words to pictures 

Working visually, you were asked to generate ideas through drawings and a mood 
board. Your moodboard works well and your drawings clearly describe 

‘destruction’, though for this task I feel your drawings are a little too refined. This 

task is about generating ideas through quick drawings – “Draw everything that 
comes to mind. Don’t be concerned about the accuracy of your drawing or the 

prettiness of it.”  Drawing all your ideas quickly and freely at the beginning of a 

project is a very important part of developing your practice – if at these stages you 
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get hung up on accuracy you will end up forgetting good and varied ideas in favour 

of getting only a few images looking ‘right.’ 
 

Project: Using reference 

You were asked to collect reference material for the 1950s period in order to make 
an illustration to give a young person today an idea of the era. Your task is very well 

researched and considered and you demonstrate a consistent ability to draft work 

to a high level that communicates your intention successfully. How could your 

choice of materials and a mixture of line/palette/pattern give even more of a 1950s 
vibe?   

 

Project: Mark making 

For these exercises you were encouraged to explore the creative possibilities of 

different media and materials, as well as undertaking objective and subjective 

drawings. Your work in different media is a real highlight which has offered some 
playful and rewarding results, excellent. It’s good to see how you’ve used this 

approach to improve your subjective wine drawings too. 

 

Your shoe drawing demonstrates careful drafting with sensitivity for proportion – 
next you might like to experiment with the thickness of your line to depict space; 

using thicker lines in the foreground and thinner in the background to create 

distance. 
 

Project: Black and white 

You were asked to produce a simplified graphic image in black and white. You’ve 
made a carefully crafted piece of work for this and your balloon is more striking for 

it, but some discussion in your log on how you’ve used black and white to change 

the focus of your image and how using tone to create a visual hierarchy work in 

relation to your image could be useful when putting this in for assessment. What 
might have happened if you’d created a vignette for your image or added in some 

hints of light source? 

 
Project: Choosing content 

Working with an extract of text you were asked to define, research and develop 

ideas to visualise the main character within the setting suggested. Your image is 
well researched and put together and really benefits from the carefully chosen 

colour palette. A strong and evocative outcome.  

 

Project: Choosing content 
After collecting examples of visual metaphors you were asked to create a drawn 

visual list of objects and subjects to symbolise a number of words.  Your broken 

relationship ideas communicate successfully. You demonstrate a growing level of 
conceptual consideration with the empty bed and the tree carvings being the less 

obvious and the most novel.  

 
 

http://thehelpfulartteacher.blogspot.co.uk/2013/07/line-shape-form-and-movement-and-texture.html
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Assessment potential  

 

I understand your aim is to go for the Visual Communications / Creative Arts Degree and 

that you plan to submit your work for assessment at the end of this course. From the work 
you have shown in this assignment, and providing you commit yourself to the course, I 

suggest that you are likely to be successful in the assessment. 

 

 

Feedback on assignment  
 

The assignment asked you to respond to a point of sale display brief through 

illustrating fruit or vegetables associated with summer and autumn. Your final 

work is well presented and refined though perhaps rather conservative/subtle for a 

point of sale competing in a supermarket to grab the customers’ attention. You’ve 

done some solid research for this assignment and your initial drawings are good, 
though it would have been great to see you continue to work across media like you 

did for your previous apple drawings and to have seen some more ‘compositional’ 

sketches that evoke a scene rather than just working quite literally with the fruit. 

For this task, the ideal is for the illustration to invite the customer to make a 
connection between the produce on sale and a seasonal novelty that will entice 

the shopper. I think your images look appetising but perhaps lack something of a 

story ,‘pull’ or seasonal context. Many companies use ‘serving suggestions’  - could 
the turnip be part of a drawing of ingredients for a warming stew? Your peach 

drawing is great and I particularly like the printed effect you’ve managed to give it 

in your final piece - it has a lovely ‘sunburst’ quality to it and perhaps more could 
be made of this to evoke summer through scaling your image up or accentuating 

the sunburst into the background (some crude examples of what I mean from 

other people who have used a similar visual metaphor here, here and here.)  

 
 

Sketchbooks  

 
Your sketchbook work is evident in your blog though feels timid. Make sure to keep 

showing us a broad range of your drawings from initial rough sketches to more 

refined work so we can see clearly how you are developing both your images and 
ideas along the way. 

 

Learning Logs or Blogs / Critical essays  

 
Your learning log is very well organised and beautifully put together. If you don’t 

mind I’d like to submit it for blog of the week? Do ensure you go back to critique all 

your work after you’ve completed it to discuss how it relates to your research and 
how effectively you’ve completed a task against the objectives. 

 

 
Suggested viewing/reading  

http://www.equineaddicts.com/prodimages/mountain-shirts/108543-1_giant.jpg
https://www.etsy.com/uk/listing/109566083/kitchen-art-print-wall-decor-giclee?ref=sr_gallery_1&sref=sr_df60bc2619077429f393e3f5f60424db02a66f9269835b00293639bb6b1441c5_1353110607_14099160_kitchen_art&ga_search_query=kitchen+art&ga_view_type=gallery&ga_ship_to=AU&ga_page=2&ga_search_type=all
https://c2.staticflickr.com/4/3392/3566497762_b20ec625d4.jpg
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You might like to look at Zara PIcken whose work reminds me of some of the 
references you’ve used for a number of your tasks. 

 

Take advantage of the OCA’s free access to the AOI’s members area to find a trove 
of information regarding commercial deadlines and the kind of pricing structures 

someone like Sarah Fox-Davies could be expected to be working towards. 

 

 
Pointers for the next assignment 

The next assignment explores the process of transforming your ideas into a form 

that best communicates them. This is an opportunity to write more critically about 

your current progression, develop your sketching of ideas further and continue to 

explore your range of media in relation to communicating complex ideas. 

 
 

Tutor name:  Beth Dawson 

Date  1st September 2015 

Next assignment due 10th November 2015 
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